Over the past year, the structure of the healthcare system continued to evolve quickly. Springwell responded to a growing need for our services and forged new partnerships with healthcare providers. We also strengthened our core operations in preparation for strategic growth in order to meet increased needs within a changing landscape. Across the organization, we examined service implementation and standards, defined quality, and set benchmarks to measure performance. As we develop a plan to best meet needs in our communities in the coming years, we continue to be guided by our commitment to the health, independence and self-determination of those we serve.

In 2014, Springwell provided more service to more people...

...and maintained a strong financial base from which to grow
Thank You!

Springwell’s service and support to seniors, individuals with disabilities, and those who provide care is made possible by a generous community of public and private funders; professional community partner organizations; a dedicated board of directors; committed advisory council members; a talented staff of more than 125 care advisors, social workers, RN’s, and administrative professionals; and more than 200 valued volunteers.
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